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EDITOR’S NOTE

SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become “curators” of stories of courageous creativity after
experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that involve emotional risk and
personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web
site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html

EDITOR’S NOTE

SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

I just had my thirty-seventh birthday, and in the world of astrology, being born with my sun in Gemini means
that I am my own twin! Astrology aside, I am indeed blessed with a multi-faceted nature – a musical voice,
a fluid knack for language, a hand for visual art, a (paradoxically) sharp scientific mind, a keen perception of
human potential, and old-soul wisdom. I struggled most of my life with reconciling all these gifts – or thinking
that I had to. (I even became an architect in an effort to do so!) Until I hit a realization – that I didn’t have to.
That all these were multiple facets to be creatively and spiritually explored, individually and in synergy, yet no
one thing was ‘me’.
So, how awe-inspiring and deeply fulfilling it is to find many others who have made similar discoveries! In
this first issue of Courageous Creativity’s second year, we are delighted to explore how having the courage to
give full creative expression to our multiple facets is another path for humans to reach their highest (creative)
potential, individually and collectively.
Physician, mother and activist Tanmeet Sethi, our featured contributor, integrates her practice as a medical
healer with motherhood to a child with a fatal condition, and activism for several causes. She says, “Love ...
is the one thing that unites all the parts of my self. When I walk with open-heartedness through the world, I
thrive and flourish”. Kyle Bergum, a software specialist who is blind-but-not-fully-blind, gave up his struggle
with living at the razor edge of two cultures, and paved a ‘third’ way instead – the way of a ‘tweener’. Elevenyear-old Oindrila Banerjee already knows not to struggle – she recognizes unique synergies between each of
her gifts in music, poetry and visual art. Poet, musician and teacher, Sheeba Jacob also reaches for the skies
through her multiple facets. Gauri Shringarpure, linguist, humor writer, mother, and musician, embraces the
imperfection – the ‘fine imbalance’ – created by all her inbuilt contradictions. Artist Rebekah Potter, a fellow Gemini, suggests that art exposes our multiple aspects and makes the personal universal, which returns
enriched to the individual. And, through our interview with Scott Francis – architectural designer, visual artist,
yoga and meditation teacher and entrepreneur – we discover how combining creativity and spirituality results
in a vision for larger, thriving communities.
Explore all of yourself – and your courageous creativity is born!
Shahana.

“…WE ARE DELIGHTED TO EXPLORE HOW HAVING THE COURAGE
TO GIVE FULL CREATIVE EXPRESSION TO OUR MULTIPLE FACETS
IS ANOTHER PATH FOR HUMANS TO REACH THEIR HIGHEST (CREATIVE) POTENTIAL, INDIVIDUALLY AND COLLECTIVELY.”
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“THERE IS NO THEM. THERE ARE ONLY FACETS OF US.”
- John Michael Green

“THE WORK OF ART, JUST LIKE ANY FRAGMENT OF HUMAN LIFE
CONSIDERED IN ITS DEEPEST MEANING, SEEMS TO ME DEVOID OF
VALUE IF IT DOES NOT OFFER THE HARDNESS, THE RIGIDITY, THE
REGULARITY, THE LUSTER ON EVERY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
FACET, OF THE CRYSTAL.”
- Rachel Naomi Remen

“WHEN TWO TEXTS, OR TWO ASSERTIONS, PERHAPS TWO IDEAS,
ARE IN CONTRADICTION, BE READY TO RECONCILE THEM RATHER
THAN CANCEL ONE BY THE OTHER; REGARD THEM AS TWO DIFFERENT FACETS, OR TWO SUCCESSIVE STAGES, OF THE SAME REALITY,
A REALITY CONVINCINGLY HUMAN JUST BECAUSE IT IS COMPLEX.”
- Marguerite Yourcenar

ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

“NOW, I SAY I AM BLIND, THAT I CAN SEE VERY LITTLE BUT I CAN
DO AMAZING THINGS. THERE IS A DIFFERENCE, SUBTLE AND SUBLIME. FOR THE FIRST TIME I CAN SLEEP AT NIGHT KNOWING THAT
I LIVE ACKNOWLEDGING ALL OF ME.”

I’M A TWEENER

KYLE BERGUM

Kyle is blind, and has been so since birth. He has a passion for life and tenacity for trying new
things. Kyle continues a twenty-five-year career in Information Technology, including a seven-year
tenure at Microsoft. His interests include singing, having performed in a number of operas and
musical theatre productions, photography, writing, and athletics, having also run a marathon. Kyle
also writes an advocacy blog at www.blindmancan.com, sharing his experiences with blindness
and commentating on the human condition. Experience shows Kyle that each of us has a disability
of some kind, but our only handicap is the limitations of our imagination.
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I’M A TWEENER

KYLE BERGUM

Who am I? I am someone constantly riding the razor fine line between being sighted and blind, both continually reminding me that I don’t belong here. The sighted tell me, “You’re not blind if you can do that!” But if I
ask them for their car keys they will not oblige. The blind tell me, “You can see that? You’re not blind if you can
see that!” I wonder if it’s just like being brown - not black, not white - neither world willing to own you as one
of their own. I have found riding the cultural razor blade to be tenuous – neither world accepting me, but both
worlds constantly judging me, evaluating me, determining my acceptability and my right to belong.
Our cultural context, whether it originates from profession, race, religion, geography, hobby, or family, sets the
norms for each of us as individuals. It defines our keys to our kingdoms, and directs which things are acceptable for us to participate in, and which are not. Our identity, language, resources, justice, education, medical
care, child-rearing, etc. are defined by our cultures. The way we think, the way we talk about the world, and
the way we participate in it are all defined by our cultures.
Disability is a cultural experience, some disabilities having a stronger sense of community. Deaf people are
amazing, with a very strong culture and language. The fraternity of blindness is welcoming if one is “totally”
blind, but being a “tweener” - in-between cultures, in-between worlds - it becomes all up to me. I am a culture
of one; I’m on my own.
For those of us who are tweeners, belonging to two cultures impacts every aspect of our lives and how we interact with and live in the world. Our friends, our family, our work, our play … are all defined by the culture(s)
we participate in. Our parents might disown us, abandon us, or through guilt, raise us but not acknowledge us,
or worse still, let us die by not investing in us. We might be able to find friends by participating in one culture
at a time but not likely when we’re participating in both our cultures simultaneously. Like matter and antimatter, there are unexpected results, usually resulting in some kind of drama. And at work! Sometimes it’s fun to
be the token broken person at work; sometimes they’ll “let you” work there; sometimes they’ll accommodate
you. And if you are accommodated, they might hope that you’re suddenly fixed.

“THE SIGHTED TELL ME, “YOU’RE NOT BLIND IF YOU CAN DO
THAT!” BUT IF I ASK THEM FOR THEIR CAR KEYS THEY WILL NOT
OBLIGE. THE BLIND TELL ME, “YOU CAN SEE THAT? YOU’RE NOT
BLIND IF YOU CAN SEE THAT!””

I’M A TWEENER

KYLE BERGUM

So, yes, riding the cultural razor blade is difficult! Sometimes, it is easier to lie, and to choose to ignore parts
of oneself so one can focus on any one culture and its norms. This is easier because, as most people who
ride the razor-edge between two cultures will attest, the cultures they bridge are generally diametrically opposed, and don’t like each other very much! Most of us in the middle are seen as half-breeds, alien, dirt, or
worse. In some cultural contexts the sin for not being “pure” is disenfranchisement, isolation, or even death!
But our “god” - our “architect” - has built in certain safeguards into our life. Our lifespan is finite; our bodies
have a tendency to fall into decrepitude constantly changing our experiences in this world. Our journey through
life is designed to provide, force, and ensure that we experience as much “life” as possible, including becoming disabled, becoming a tweener, and having to live at the edge of a disabled and non-disabled culture.
My body didn’t have the profound energy to continue to lie, to continue to pretend to be sighted and not blind
at all, to continue to deny aspects of myself. I was faced with the choice of coming to terms with my dual cultures, and through that transformative journey, with myself. I realized that I could choose whether to get busy
dying, or to get busy living! And if I wanted to be busy living, then I had to stand up to the challenge to define
and make my own third way in the world. I had to choose the challenges of bridging the cultures around me,
to get what I need as an individual, including things like love, acceptance, family, friends, and a job.
As a tweener it’s all up to me! I’m not getting parented; I must find parents. I’m not getting an education; I
must find one. I’m not getting fed; I must find food. I want to work, so I must work hard, and I must work my
best; I must be better than the best! I want to thrive in this world, so I must be tenacious. I must stand up and
be counted; I will not simply inherit the world. I must stand up and ask for what I want, and if they say “no”, I
must remove their excuses until they say “yes”!
Living between disabled and not-disabled is a constant balancing act acknowledging and living with all the
aspects of me. Living openly - as an “outed tweener” - is a new thing for me. I haven’t figured it all out yet.

“SO, YES, RIDING THE CULTURAL RAZOR BLADE IS DIFFICULT!
SOMETIMES, IT IS EASIER TO LIE, AND TO CHOOSE TO IGNORE
PARTS OF ONESELF SO ONE CAN FOCUS ON ANY ONE CULTURE
AND ITS NORMS.”
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I’M A TWEENER

KYLE BERGUM

But thankfully I have at least figured out, more or less, how to work again. I have a new family in which things
are working well. Friends are a work-in-progress. I have no contact with my old family, parts of which I miss,
but others that I’m more than happy to let go.
For the first time in my life, I am living with integrity and character. The cultural razor that used to cut me when
I pretended to be sighted or downplayed my disability, is less and less prevalent. Now, I say I am blind, that I
can see very little but I can do amazing things. There is a difference, subtle and sublime. For the first time I
can sleep at night knowing that I live acknowledging all of me. And in doing so I am happy.

“I REALIZED THAT I COULD CHOOSE WHETHER TO GET BUSY DYING, OR TO GET BUSY LIVING! AND IF I WANTED TO BE BUSY LIVING, THEN I HAD TO STAND UP TO THE CHALLENGE TO DEFINE AND
MAKE MY OWN THIRD WAY IN THE WORLD…AS A TWEENER IT’S
ALL UP TO ME!”

“...I WAS ABLE
TO LAUGH, TO FIGHT, TO BREATHE, TO CRY,
TO TEACH, TO LEARN, TO SING, TO SIGH...”

DREAMS SHEEBA JACOB

Sheeba Jacob was born and raised in the south suburbs of Chicago, but let’s just say, she gets
around! She loves traveling, experiencing new cities, and seeing sunsets through different longitudes and latitudes. Some of her fondest memories have been walking on black sand beaches in
El Salvador, gathering wildflowers for her grandmother’s 92nd birthday in India, chasing ice-cream
trucks in Brooklyn, dancing under the moonlight in Seattle, and just kicking it with her loved ones.
She gets her energy from music, writing, new time zones, the amazing people in her life, and
working on educational equity.
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DREAMS SHEEBA JACOB
Before I was born
my mother raised her golden brown arms to the heavens
and shouted,
“let her be whatever she dreams to be!”
And when I came onto this soft earth
I was given an amazing gift;
the heavens listened.
I was able
to laugh, to fight, to breathe, to cry,
to teach, to learn, to sing, to sigh.
When I was born,
I had the hands of all of my ancestors gently pushing me
toward my dreams;
dreams that were not too high out of reach because of sweet whispers
from these spirits.
They guided me in the right direction
as I fumbled and chased these possibilities
with streaks of fuchsia, turquoise, magenta, and gold.
They were splashed across the sky and
I jumped passionately to grab them.
Dreams,
they came in the shape of urban landscapes
where the truth about my students was revealed.
Qyaji was Baldwin, Ashanti transformed into Cleopatra,
Erasmo became Einstein.

DREAMS SHEEBA JACOB
Dreams,
when I discovered my voice
and felt the ancient sound arise from this lush earth
giving me all I needed from my soul
to spout lyrics that flowed gently like the Nile.
Dreams,
through the people that have come into my life
as gifts and sages,
offering me timeless truths
tattooed infinitely on my soul.
Dreams,
as a girl
in this world
given the ability to embrace my full self
a lover, a sister, a daughter, a teacher, a dreamer
whose past connects to those whose strength carries me
and makes me who I am today,
who has traveled the world and has seen sweet visions of what could be
when we truly love.
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DREAMS SHEEBA JACOB
I had a dream last night.
I watched the sun rise,
spread rose petals down onto the ground near me,
walked towards the sun,
threw my coffee brown hands up into the air
and praised the heavens,
for they listened to me
and gave me dreams
hundreds of them flying around like butterflies.
With eyes closed, smile on my face,
the only thing I could do
was bow my head in gratitude.

“I AM A MOTHER WHO LOVES ... I’M A HEALER WHO LOVES ... I AM
AN ACTIVIST WHO LOVES ... LOVE ... IS THE ONE THING THAT UNITES
ALL THE PARTS OF MY SELF. WHEN I WALK WITH OPEN-HEARTEDNESS
THROUGH THE WORLD, I THRIVE AND FLOURISH.”

OPEN-HEARTEDNESS TANMEET SETHI

Tanmeet is a mother to three children who challenge her in their different ways to be mindful to
what being a mother really means, including her middle child who has significant developmental delay and a fatal diagnosis of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. She is also a physician who specializes
in Integrative Medicine (a comprehensive approach to health through nutrition, supplements, mindbody medicine, alternative modalities, all blended with conventional medicine). She has been writing
for as long as she can remember and currently blogs at http://motheringmindfully.blogspot.com.
When she isn’t mothering, doctoring, or writing, she loves to travel, ski, cook and practice yoga.
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OPEN-HEARTEDNESS TANMEET SETHI
I am a woman. I am a mother. I am a wife. I am a sister, daughter, and friend. I am a physician, a healer, and
a teacher. I am a writer. I am an activist. I am a dancer. I am a student of meditation, yoga, and this earth. I
am a beautiful, soulful, multi-faceted woman. Sometimes I struggle to find balance between all these parts of
myself; sometimes they flow together smoothly like a deep and beautiful river.
I spent most of my twenties trying to figure out what the different facets of me really were, which ones I wanted to cultivate, and which ones I wished I could hide. I wish I knew then what I know now at the age of thirty
nine. I am going to let you in on a secret. You see, I spent a decade trying to differentiate between my different facets, making them stand out, maybe because I felt the need to shout them out to the world. And now I
understand to the depths of my soul, that they all flow together and that they are all woven through the fabric
of my self with one simple and common thread…love. Yes, that is the secret. The central pillar of my body and
soul is my heart, which receives and gives love. It is the one thing that unites all the parts of my self. When I
walk with open-heartedness through the world, I thrive and flourish. When I walk with open-heartedness and
truly only do what I can do with love, all other needless pieces of the world and myself melt away. Thriving is
no longer a struggle; it is instead a process that flows in the direction of life, as it was meant to flow.
I admit that I’ve learned this largely through mothering my children. As a mother, I realized that my heart is
exposed to all of the elements of the world, some nurturing and joyous, and others harsh and extreme. And
the one thing I am most thankful for learning is that the most important thing is just exposing my heart. I resist
at times and try to shelter my heart from the painful elements of the world, but this only causes more pain
and heartache. This is not how I grow. Having children has impelled my heart to walk outside of myself. My
children are my heart and when they thrive, so do I. When they struggle or cry, so do I. The true power of love
is learning how to accept all of that joy and pain and understanding that IS the flow of life. And it is that acceptance that lets my innocent self grow and expand.

“I SPENT MOST OF MY TWENTIES TRYING TO FIGURE OUT WHAT
THE DIFFERENT FACETS OF ME REALLY WERE, WHICH ONES I
WANTED TO CULTIVATE, AND WHICH ONES I WISHED I COULD
HIDE. I WISH I KNEW THEN WHAT I KNOW NOW AT THE AGE OF
THIRTY NINE.”

OPEN-HEARTEDNESS TANMEET SETHI
And so, I am a mother who loves. I am a mother who loves my oldest son, who struggles with his sensitivity in
this world, who teaches me wise ways of being that only an old soul can. I try to teach him how to love himself, all of the parts of himself, the ones that demonstrate his incredible emotional and academic intelligence
and the ones that make him sob when he feels he has failed.
I am a mother who loves my second son who is afflicted with a degenerative and fatal disease. He sits with
peace in this world that has wronged him. I am the one who struggles with how to accept that and him and
still love the world around us. He seems not to suffer but I suffer for all that I dreamt for him. And so I make
new dreams, ones that give him flight when his body cannot.
I am a mother who loves my youngest daughter who, already at the age of three, takes on the world with a
fierceness and knowing that makes me think she was put here to care for me instead. I give her love when
I have lost my patience and forgotten that she is yet a small child who is more vulnerable than her maturity
proves.
I am a mother who loves these children, cries for them, laughs with them, dances with them, gets frustrated
with them and all the while, my heart opens, cracks and rebuilds in new ways to let my own light through.
I am a wife, daughter, sister, and friend who loves. I love my husband, who sits in silence with me when I cry. I
love my husband, who pushes me to be the best I can and holds me when I am not able. And I love him when
we fervently disagree and challenge each other to open to new ways of being. I love my family and friends
who remind me daily that it takes a circle of love to get through this thing called life. I see that when I react
and speak from my heart, I can see more clearly how much love surrounds me.

“YOU SEE, ALL THE PARTS OF MY SELF ARE STRONGER NOW
THAT MY HEART BEATS OUTSIDE OF MYSELF. THAT’S HOW YOU
OPEN YOUR HEART: YOU TAKE A RISK. YOU LOVE. YOU LAUGH. YOU
CRY. YOU AGREE TO FEEL EVERYTHING PAINFUL AND JOYOUS, AND
SLOWLY BUT SURELY, YOUR HEART CRACKS ENOUGH TO LET OUT
WHO YOU REALLY ARE.”
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OPEN-HEARTEDNESS TANMEET SETHI
I am a healer who loves. I love the gift of doctoring, teaching, and nurturing that I have been given. I love how
it heals and teaches me. I love it because the more I open my heart, the more I see others’ hearts open to me.
I can connect to the world in rich and powerful ways when I guide patients to their own deeper wisdom. I love
bringing patients back to their essential selves through nurturing food, thoughts, movement, meditation, and
compassion. I am a healer who loves the world back even on those days when it feels as though there is no
adequate amount of healing I can offer. This is how I cultivate compassion, by having love and forgiveness for
myself when the world has asked too much of me. I cannot give healing to others if I do not nurture my own
wounds.
I am an activist who loves. I have fought for so many different causes in deep ways: domestic violence, environmental rights, women’s rights, health care for underserved communities. I continue to uphold the need to
reach out to others, to this earth, and be a part of humanity instead of a passerby. Even now, I advocate for my
children and they have become my foremost cause. They are the fragile, innocent beings I support, to be loving and compassionate, to be accepted, and to be treated fairly. I advocate for them in school and at home. I
am a passionate activist for my son’s disease to be cured, if not in his lifetime, in mine. He has taught me that
we can see all of our suffering as the same if we just connect to the world instead of shutting it out. Because
sometimes being an activist requires that you yourself re-evaluate how you see world. And so, I advocate for
the rights of the disabled like my son. I see now that he is a gift to the rest of the world and that he can heal
our broken souls with his broken body. I advocate with the entirety of my heart.
And so, I could go on…because what I found was that in my earlier search for my identity and my cultivating
of myself, I forgot one important thing…love. No woman can love the world until she can love herself. So now
I love, and I love fiercely. I love with unbridled joy. I love with painful tears. I love myself when I succeed and I
love myself when I fall down. I accept all of myself so that I can accept others. I love from the deep recesses of
my soul. And the more I love, the more love comes back to me and embraces me. And so it is that all the parts
of my self are really just parts of my heart. Luckily, I now discover them there every day. And when I see one
of them, I give her love so that she can return it out to the world. You see, all the parts of my self are stronger
now that my heart beats outside of myself. That’s how you open your heart: you take a risk. You love. You
laugh. You cry. You agree to feel everything painful and joyous, and slowly but surely, your heart cracks enough
to let out who you really are.

“MUSIC, WRITING AND ART ... WHICH ONE CAME FIRST IS A DEBATABLE
QUESTION; I WOULD SAY THEY ALL FLOWED INTO MY LIFE AND TINGLED
AS SENSATIONS WITH THEIR SOFT RIPPLES. ALL I DID WAS LISTEN TO
MY HEART AND LET MY FEELINGS LOOSEN UP.”

THE SOUL OF A COMPLETE ARTIST

OINDRILA BANERJEE

Oindrila is eleven years old, and lives in Sammamish, WA with her mom, dad and little sister, Nicky.
She is a sixth grader at Samantha Smith Elementary. She loves to sing, play the flute, read and
write. She has always enjoyed writing poems and short stories. Painting is another of her passions.
When she is not singing, writing or painting, she enjoys baking, hanging out, or camping with friends
and family. She was born in India, and loves to always stay connected with Indian culture through
learning Indian Classical Music and participating in Indian cultural programs in the Seattle area.
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THE SOUL OF A COMPLETE ARTIST

OINDRILA BANERJEE

The poems?
The compliments for my songs?
The artwork?
What was it that made me who I am? Or was it a combination of them all?
Writing is one of my passions that I do really well at. One form of writing that I excel at is poetry. I absolutely
love poetry and I think it is one of the best ways of expressing one’s feelings. Each time I write a poem, it is
based on something in my life. No matter if I’m in a good or bad situation, poetry helps me explain my feelings
and the way I think. I know that my writing needs more work but it is one of those things that I just cannot give
up on.
Another form of art that I excel at is music. Music has always been my forte. My biggest passion is singing
and I do it seriously and very well. I have developed in this field one day at a time. Additionally, I play the flute
in the plateau band and I also got chosen for the Lake Washington School District honor band. Even without
immense practice, I can play the music that is provided, exceptionally.
As I developed my music sense along with my age, I also cultivated a great sense of rhythm and beat. That did
justice to the poetry I wrote. I began to understand the lyrics, depth and meaning of songs. I also tried reading
more complex, quality poems. Earlier, I was too young to completely understand the true meaning of poems,
but now I can really comprehend their significance.

“AS I DEVELOPED MY MUSIC SENSE ALONG WITH MY AGE, I ALSO
CULTIVATED A GREAT SENSE OF RHYTHM AND BEAT. THAT DID
JUSTICE TO THE POETRY I WROTE.”

THE SOUL OF A COMPLETE ARTIST

OINDRILA BANERJEE

Finally, drawing and painting are also something I enjoy a lot. I feel that these fine arts refresh and relax my
mind. I have drawn and painted successful pictures in the past and now, I am learning the more precise
techniques. I have received numerous compliments for my pictures and feel proud of what I do. My current
training is making me a better artist and I will always keep art as one of my favorite hobbies.
Music, writing and art are all a big part of my life. Without them, my life would be incomplete. Which one came
first is a debatable question; I would say they all flowed into my life and tingled as sensations with their soft
ripples. All I did was listen to my heart and let my feelings loosen up.
With three of these main aspects in my life, I am now a more complete artist, and I hope to do justice to my
talents as I proceed through my beautiful life.
Singing, dancing, whisper of a brush
Can create a world of such great lush
Red, Blue, Yellow and Green
Speak to us
Portraying our world more velveteen
Melodious notes shift dull into radiance
As well as one’s heart’s ambiance
Elegant jumps and graceful turns,
Serenely tranquilize this world’s concerns
Art smoothes out Earth’s wrinkles, deep inside
And lets each day simply glide
Creativity fills a space in our planet, Earth.
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“ART OFFERS EXPOSURE TO THE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF ONE’S SELF.
TAKING THE SELF FROM ME TO US … THE PERSONAL BECOMING
UNIVERSAL AND RETURNING BACK AGAIN TO THE INDIVIDUAL.”

BLOKS AND TEXTILES

REBEKAH POTTER

As a Gemini, (or she blames it on that,) Rebekah is a bunch of big contradictions. Very moral and a
little naughty, full of optimism and empathy, yet brutally honest and thus sometimes perceived as
harsh. She loves morphing to situations and so on. She thinks that humans are very complex and
three-dimensional, not nearly as two-dimensional as the world makes them out to be. Rebekah’s art
with bloks and textiles can be seen at http://bloks.squarespace.com/bloks/
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Bloks engage us through WORDS and IMAGES combined in a format that we are very accustomed to. However, their scale
allows for intimacy, pause and reflection, and hopefully, they serve as small placeholders for whatever emotions we bring
to them. Textiles beg us to touch them and immediately open us to the physicality that is such an important aspect of being
human for it is touch that has so much power to heal and transform. The odd shapes and reference hopefully also incite
our curiosity and ask us to question and pry into whatever meaning we wish to bring to them.

“OF COURSE, IT ISN’T GOING TO BE PERFECT, THIS MIX...BUT THEN
AGAIN, IMPERFECTION IS ONE FACET OF ME I WOULD NEVER DISOWN,
OR GIVE UP – FOR IT’S THE ONE THING THAT KEEPS ME IN CHECK
WITH REALITY, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, REMINDS ME IT ISN’T SO
BAD TO BE WRONG AT TIMES.”

A FINE IMBALANCE

GAURI SHRINGARPURE

A linguist, humor writer, mom and musician, Gauri is indecisive in all six languages she is fluent in.
She believes that the art of cooking lies not in following a recipe to perfection, but in improvising a
culinary disaster into a palatable masterpiece. To avoid “artful” cooking, she writes humor. To avoid
writing, she solves and constructs cryptic crosswords. To avoid avoiding her solo pursuits, she plays
the keyboard for a Seattle-based band.
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A FINE IMBALANCE

GAURI SHRINGARPURE

It’s only when you stumble upon a truth about yourself as seen by others do you begin to see a reality you
would never have otherwise believed. It could be as trivial as a game of Truth or Dare. In one such game, as
part of some kind of penalty, the crowd was asked to describe me in one word. Two of my friends blurted an
answer in confident unison. Only, their ‘blurts’ - confidence notwithstanding - were exactly the opposite. “Extremely patient!” said one. “Extremely impatient!” said the other. The polarity was so striking, that nobody even
noticed they had broken the rule and used two words in their ‘description’.
It reminded me of a time when two other friends of mine, then strangers to each other, happened to meet at a
dinner. As talks of “What a small world!” (Thank you, Facebook!) began to unfold, one mentioned how she has
always known me as this “quiet, no-nonsense person.” I took delight in the other’s predicament trying not to
choke on her pasta, when the only way she has addressed me for years has been, “Ey Nonsense!”
Contradictory as it may seem, all these people are right. And I am left. Left wondering at the apparent paradox
of these incongruous traits co-existing within one personality.
Well, I’d be insane to not use it to my advantage. Seriously, why would anyone complain about a round-theclock access to the devil’s advocate who can swat any guilt before it has barely reared its head? You deny
yourself that sinful dessert, and there’s this other voice cheering you on from inside: “It’s not a big deal, go for
it!”
But that’s only a part of it. More often than not, it’s the perspectives that these voices or “other sides” present
that force me to see things in a different light; to stop short before I could even begin to jump to conclusions,
or judge people and their actions. Do I know the entire story? Perhaps there’s more to it than how I understand it. Somewhere, I know that it could very well be me in that situation, and there’s no saying how I would
react then. Would I be able to take things in stride? Or would I just give way? Some call it ‘empathy.’ I call it
empathy too, but only because it’s shorter and easier to pronounce than the-phenomenon-of-not-putting-

“CONTRADICTORY AS IT MAY SEEM, ALL THESE PEOPLE ARE
RIGHT. AND I AM LEFT. LEFT WONDERING AT THE APPARENT PARADOX OF THESE INCONGRUOUS TRAITS CO-EXISTING WITHIN ONE
PERSONALITY.”

A FINE IMBALANCE

GAURI SHRINGARPURE

one’s-foot-in-one’s-mouth-and-making-an-ass-of-oneself-when-one-doesn’t-know-jack-about-what-the-hellis-actually-going-on. If anything, it makes me more forgiving, much as it isn’t really my place to condescend
to “forgive.” All I’ll say is, I know I’d want the other to be more compassionate had the roles been reversed.
Compassion and fairness aside, this has often helped me understand people’s minds. Not just in the sense
of empathy or sympathy, but in actually comprehending a thought process. I’d even go so far as to say there
are times it’s possible to trace someone’s train of thought, and nail the point where two people begin to differ
or disagree. I don’t exaggerate when I tell you what a blessing this has been in circumventing lengthy discussions, and “No, no, that’s not what I meant!” kind of situations.
So yes, counter-intuitive as it first seemed, I have come to recognize and accept the paradox that is me. And I
dare say it isn’t very different from the paradox that is you. See, we’re not so different in that sense, you and
I. There is an ‘anti-us’ in each of us. The “nice-guy” in us trying to deal with the monster that we can often
be. The extrovert in us yearning for a quiet moment with ourselves; the introvert wanting to get out and party.
The believer looking askance at his beliefs. The smug cynic secretly trying to grope for some hope; looking for
something to believe in: not necessarily in an “invisible being who makes everything right,” but something or
someone to hold on to in despair - or for that matter, to blame a turn of events on.
Why, it could even be some sort of a talent, different roles in relationships, or a simple truth within – it’s not
so much what facets we possess that makes us us. For the larger part, it’s which ones we choose to own,
embrace, explore, chisel, polish and build on. The ones left unexplored dissolve into dormancy – and are often
mistaken for “absent.” The rest come together with a decided balance to create the uniqueness that is you or I. The ingredients may very well be the same; it’s the relative proportions that make for distinct flavors.

“… COUNTER-INTUITIVE AS IT FIRST SEEMED, I HAVE COME TO
RECOGNIZE AND ACCEPT THE PARADOX THAT IS ME. AND I DARE
SAY IT ISN’T VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE PARADOX THAT IS YOU.”
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Of course it doesn’t come that easy. It has been a process; one of trial and error (mostly error). It has been a
journey. And it continues to be one as I explore and experiment with the permutations. Trying to add wisdom to
the years, while being careful it isn’t accompanied with too much cynicism or resignation. Building patience,
but not to the extent of ridiculous tolerance. Thinking rational, but not to the extent of rationalizing all thought.
Challenging the intellect, but not to the extent of emotional apathy. Being able to laugh at life, the world and
myself, but not to the extent of insensitivity.
Of course, it isn’t going to be perfect, this mix. And chances are it never will be. But then again, imperfection
is one facet of me I would never disown, or give up – for it’s the one thing that keeps me in check with reality,
and most importantly, reminds me it isn’t so bad to be wrong at times.

“IT’S NOT SO MUCH WHAT FACETS WE POSSESS THAT MAKES
US US…IT’S WHICH ONES WE CHOOSE TO OWN, EMBRACE,
EXPLORE, CHISEL, POLISH AND BUILD ON. THE ONES LEFT
UNEXPLORED DISSOLVE INTO DORMANCY – AND ARE OFTEN
MISTAKEN FOR “ABSENT”.”

“I FIND CREATIVITY TO BE VERY PRIMAL, REQUIRING INSTINCT,
INTUITION, CONCENTRATION, ENERGY AND MINDFULNESS. THE
CREATIVE PROCESS CAN BE VERY GROUNDING AND PEACEFUL,
PRODUCING SIMILAR QUALITIES TO THE PRACTICE OF YOGA AND
MEDITATION.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH SCOTT FRANCIS
Scott’s life vision is to create an integrated profession which balances teaching yoga and meditation while
producing and realizing works of art and architecture. At Be Luminous Yoga (located in South Lake Union in
Seattle), a facility he co-founded, designed and constructed, Scott teaches yoga and meditation and provides
programmatic leadership for the studio. Scott’s inspiration and training in yoga and meditation come primarily from Jack Kornfield, James Baraz and Baron Baptiste. As an artist Scott’s work explores the relationship
between the physical body, sculpture, architecture, science, psychology and Buddhism. His work can be seen
on display at Be Luminous Yoga. As an architectural designer, Scott worked for twenty years at various notable
architectural firms, providing creative leadership and direction to a host of outstanding design projects.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH SCOTT FRANCIS
SS – Hello Scott, thanks for talking with Courageous Crativity! Your venture ‘Be Luminous’ seems to be so
much more than a yoga studio - I really like all the different services you have included to make it more holistic. Can you talk a little bit about the philosophy behind ‘Be Luminous’ and your vision for its development?
SF – The services at Be Luminous Yoga reflect our vision of what we feel is helpful to live a world class,
deeply meaningful life. We’ve combined the teachings of yoga, meditation and coaching to guide people toward a deeper presence and connection to their lives. We’ve observed and experienced this combination as a
dynamic paradigm, bringing together different practices and tools to provide a holistic framework for individual
growth and healing, deepening into insight, cultivating of freedom and integration of personal development
into daily passions.
We see the interconnection between yoga, meditation and coaching working something like this: Yoga provides a deep access point to opening our bodies and removing energies that block our most powerful expressiveness and our deepest states of clarity and calmness. Meditation allows us to cultivate even subtler
and deeper mind/body states that take us beyond our small self and provide us with a telescope to explore
our fullest human potential. From this place of clarity, energy and possibility we have the ability to frame our
intentions and gather tools to direct our life toward our intentions. Coaching also provides us with the tools to
shape and guide our intentions. Yoga and meditation cultivate the natural diamond like quality of our heart/
mind, citta, and coaching is like a bezel that the diamond is set into allowing for the fullest integration and
expression of our life force.
SS –Your educational background is in architecture so what was it that attracted you to yoga and how did you
choose to follow this path instead? How and when did you know you wanted to be a teacher?
SF – For the last twenty years, I’ve been balancing the development and the evolution of my own spirituality
and creativity. I discovered meditation and yoga shortly after finishing my undergraduate education.

“I TEACH BECAUSE I BELIEVE MANY PEOPLE WANT TO LOVE
WHAT THEY ARE DOING AND THESE TEACHINGS ARE A POWERFUL
MEANS OF ACCESSING THIS LOVE AND ALLOWING IT TO SHAPE
OUR EXPRESSION IN THE WORLD.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH SCOTT FRANCIS
Yoga and meditation offered me a true anchoring into my own personal/spiritual development and helped me
awaken to my deepest creative dreams and aspirations. I was attracted to yoga because it opened me to the
process of healing and allowed me to truly focus my energies into my creativity. I find creativity to be very
primal, requiring instinct, intuition, concentration, energy and mindfulness. The creative process can be very
grounding and peaceful, producing similar qualities to the practice of yoga and meditation.
My graduate work at Cranbrook of Academy of Art was an investigation into the intersection of yoga, Buddhism, the body, architecture and art. The insights and openings that were occurring through my yoga practice provided me with the clarity of this direction and investigation. I began teaching yoga after finishing my
graduate work while I was working as a designer at NBBJ. I taught yoga while I worked full time and I truly
loved balancing these two passions. While I was in graduate school I had set the intention of opening a yoga
studio and creating my own design workshop.
My goal in the next five years is to realize the full integration of teaching the Dharma while realizing works of
Art and Architecture. My next step in this process will be the creation of a design studio. I’ve found there is a
beautiful symbiosis between these two passions and although at times I seem overwhelmed in trying to realize
them both, my life would feel lacking in some way if I was not pursuing both. I teach because I believe many
people want to love what they are doing and these teachings are a powerful means of accessing this love and
allowing it to shape our expression in the world.
SS – How does being an architect play into this? Do you find yourself calling upon your design skills and the
visual artist in you and integrating them into your role at ‘Be Luminous’?
SF – I designed the studio so yes, I was very fortunate to be able to engage my creative skills in the process
of realizing the vision for the studio. Now that the studio is up and running, I tend to bring in more of my creative management skills into the process of co-leading the studio.

“FOR THE LAST TWENTY YEARS, I’VE BEEN BALANCING ... MY OWN
SPIRITUALITY AND CREATIVITY … MY GOAL IN THE NEXT FIVE
YEARS IS TO REALIZE THE FULL INTEGRATION OF TEACHING THE
DHARMA WHILE REALIZING WORKS OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH SCOTT FRANCIS
As a designer it is helpful to be able to see the big picture, understand the steps it takes to get to the vision
and manage the effort it takes to realize a vision. In the operating of the studio, managing the team and developing the programming I definitely rely on my creative management skills.
SS – I like the fact that the studio seems to be family friendly and you have included various programs for
parents and kids. Tell us a little bit about the ‘Mindful Monkeys’ class - it’s an interesting name; is there a
story behind it?
SF – We hope we can offer yoga to all types of people, young and old. The term ‘Mindful Monkeys’ was
thought up by my business partner Michel Spruance. I think it was a fun, playful way of speaking to the wonderful energy kids bring to the practice of yoga.
SS – What about the team of people you work with? How did you all find each other? I enjoy your newsletters
a lot; who works on them?
SF – The newsletters are definitely a collaborative effort between Michel, myself, other teachers and other
volunteers. We hope to tell the story of modern day yoga while keeping it both insightful and playful.
Michel and I met several years ago while teaching at Shakti Vinyasa Yoga. We somehow fell together and
realized we had a similar vision for a studio and it evolved from there. I feel grateful because our partnership
has developed into one of the most inspiring and creative professional relationships I’ve ever had. It is wonderful to hold each other in such high regard and to have deep love, respect and trust for someone you work
with. This has turned out to be very rewarding. The rest of the team has just naturally come together and it is
awesome to be surrounded by an amazing community of people who love the practice and are committed to
growth, vision and creativity.

“I FEEL GRATEFUL … [TO HAVE] ONE OF THE MOST INSPIRING AND
CREATIVE PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS … IT IS WONDERFUL
TO HOLD EACH OTHER IN SUCH HIGH REGARD AND TO HAVE DEEP
LOVE, RESPECT AND TRUST FOR SOMEONE YOU WORK WITH.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH SCOTT FRANCIS
SS – As a business owner and entrepreneur, what are some of the challenges that you have faced? What
motivates you to keep going?
SF – The biggest challenge I faced was going from working for others to working for myself. Obviously in
making this shift, the responsibility of providing financial stability for myself is a definite challenge. One aspect
is simply navigating a new daily existence that does not have a rigid 9 to 5 schedule. What motivates me to
keep going is the internal knowing that offering the teaching and community to others is something I believe
in and I feel strongly about. The studio gifts me a lot of goodness, growth and space.
SS – What’s in store for ‘Be Luminous’? Is there something coming up that you are especially excited about?
SF – 2011 is our second full year of operation. We have been able to develop the studio programming and
better understand our offering, where we are and where we want to go. We are very excited about offering another 200 hour teacher training this year. The fall looks to be a very fun time for us. In September Rolf Gates
will be teaching a weekend workshop. In October we have our Fall Retreat at Sleeping Lady, which is always
super fun. In 2012, look for our first retreat in Bali.
SS – Good luck with all of this, Scott! Thanks so much for your time!

“THE SERVICES AT BE LUMINOUS YOGA REFLECT OUR VISION OF
WHAT WE FEEL IS HELPFUL TO LIVE A WORLD CLASS, DEEPLY
MEANINGFUL LIFE. WE’VE COMBINED THE TEACHINGS OF YOGA,
MEDITATION AND COACHING TO GUIDE PEOPLE TOWARD A
DEEPER PRESENCE AND CONNECTION TO THEIR LIVES.”
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